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FINANCE ACT, 1990

12 of 1990

[]

An Act to give effect to the financial proposals of the Central Government for the financial year 1990-91. Be it
enacted by Parliament in the Forty-first Year of the Republic of India as follows :

CHAPTER 1
PRELIMINARY

1. Short title and commencement :-

(1) This Act may be called The Finance Act, 1990

.

(2) Save as otherwise provided in this Act, sections 2 to 61 shall be deemed to have come into force on the 1st day
of April, 1990.

CHAPTER 2
RATES OF INCOME-TAX

2. Income-tax :-

(1) Subject to the provisions of sub-sections (2) and (3), for the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of
April, 1990, income-tax shall be charged at the rates specified.in Part I of the First Schedule and shall be
increased,---

(a) in the cases to which Paragraphs A, B, C, and D of that Part apply, by a surcharge for purposes of the Union;
and

(b) in the cases to which Paragraph E of that Part applies, by a surcharge, calculated in each case in the manner
provided therein.

(2) In the cases to which Sub-Paragraph I or Sub-Paragraph II of Paragraph A.of Part I of the First Schedule
applies, where the assessee has, in the previous year, any net agricultural income exceeding six hundred rupees, in
addition to total income, and the total income exceeds,-

(i) in a case to which the said Sub-Paragraph I applies, eighteen thousand rupees, and

(ii) in a case to which the said Sub-Paragraph II applies, twelve thousand rupees, then,---

(a) the net agricultural income shall be taken into account, in the manner provided in clause (b) [that is to say. as if
the net agricultural income were comprised in the total income after,---

(i) in a case to which the said Sub-Paragraph I applies, the first eighteen thousand rupees, and

(ii) in a case to which the said Sub-Paragraph II applies, the first twelve thousand rupees, of the total income but
without being liable to tax], only for the purpose of charging income-tax in respect of the total income; and

(b) the income-tax chargeable shall be calculated as follows:--



(i) the total income and the net agricultural income shall be aggregated and the amount of income-tax shall be
determined in respect of the aggregate income at the rates specified in Sub-Paragraph I or, as the case may be,
Sub-Paragraph II of the said Paragraph A, as if such aggregate income were the total income:

(ii) the net agricultural income shall be increased---

(A) in a case to which the said Sub-Paragraph I applies, by a sum of eighteen thousand rupees: and

(B) in a case to which the said Sub-Paragraph II applies, by a sum of twelve thousand rupees, and the amount of
income-tax shall be determined in respect of the net .a gricultural income as so increased at the rates specified in
Sub-Paragraph I or, as the case may be, Sub-Paragraph II of the said Paragraph A, as if the net agricultural income
as so increased were the total income;

(iii) the amount of income-tax determined in accordance with sub-clause (i) shall be reduced by the amount of
income-tax determined in accordance with sub- clause (ii) and the sum so arrived at shall be the income-tax in
respect of the total income: . Provided that the amount of income-tax so arrived at shall, in the case of every
person having a total income exceeding fifty thousand rupees, be increased by a surcharge for purposes of the
Union calculated at the rate of eight per cent. of such income-tax and the sum so arrived at shall be the income-
tax in respect of the total income.

(3) In cases to which the provisions of Chapter XII or Chapter XII-A or section or sub- section (1A) of section 161
or section 164 or section 164A or S.167B of the Income- tax Act, 1961 (hereinafter referred to as the Income-tax
Act) apply, the tax chargeable shall be determined as provided in that Chapter or that section, and with reference
to the rates imposed by sub-section (I) or the rates as specified in that Chapter or section, as the case may be.
Provided that in respect of any income chargeable to tax under section 115B or Section 115BB of the Income tax
Act, 1961 , the income-tax computed under section 115B or section 115BB shall be increased by a surcharge for
purposes of the .Union calculated at the rate of eight per, cent. of such income tax.

(4) In cases in which tax has to be deducted under sections 193, section 194, section 194A, section 194B, section
194BB, section 194D and Section 195 of the Income tax Act, 1961 at the rates in force, the deduction shall be
made at the rates specified in Part II of the First Schedule and shall be increased,---

(a) in the cases to which the provisions of sub-item (a) of item I of that Part, apply; by a Surcharge for purposes of
the union; and

(b) in the cases to which the provisions of sub-item (a) of item 2. of that Part apply, by a surcharge, calculated in
each case in the manner provided therein.

(5) In cases in which tax has to be deducted under Section 194C of the Income tax Act, 1961 , the deduction shall
b e made at the rates specified in that section and shall be increased by a surcharge for purposes of the Union
calculated at the rate of eight per cent of such deduction.

(6) In cases in which tax has to be collected under Section 206C of the Income tax Act, 1961 , the collection shall
b e made at the rate specified in that section and shall be increased by a surcharge for purposes of the Union
calculated at the rate of eight per cent. of such collection.

(7) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (8), in cases in which income-tax has to be calculated under the first
proviso to sub-section (5) of Section 132 of the Income tax Act, 1961 or charged under sub-section (4) of section
172 or sub-section (2) of section 174 or section 175 or sub-section (2) of section 176 of the said Act or deducted
under section 192 of the said Act from income chargeable under the head "Salaries" or in which the "advance tax"
payable under Chapter XVII-C of the said Act has to be computed at the rate or rates in force, such income-tax or,
as the case may be, "advance tax" shall be so calculated, charged deducted or computed at the rate or rates
specified in Part III of the First Schedule and such tax as reduced by the rebate of income-tax calculated under
Chapter VIII-A shall be increased,---

(a) in the cases to which Paragraphs A, B, C, and D of that Part apply, by a surcharge for purposes of the Union;
and

(b) in the cases to which Paragraph E of that Part applies, by a surcharge, calculated in each case in the manner
provided therein : Provided that in cases to which the provisions of Chapter XII or Chapter XIIA or sub-section (1A)
of section 161 or section 164 or section 164A or Section 167B of the Income tax Act, 1961 apply, "advance tax"
shall be computed with reference to the rates imposed by this sub-section or the rates as specified in that Chapter
or section, as the case may be; Provided further that in respect of any income chargeable to tax under Section 115B
of the Income tax Act, 1961 , the "advance tax" computed under the first proviso shall be increased by a surcharge
for purposes of the Union calculated at the rate of eight per cent. of such "advance tax".

(8) In the cases to which Sub-Paragraph I or Sub-Paragraph II of Paragraph A of Part III of the First Schedule
applies, where the assessee has, in the previous year or, if by virtue of any provision of the Income-tax Act, income
tax is to be charged in respect of the income of a period other than the previous year, in such other period, any net
agricultural income, exceeding six hundred rupees, in addition to total income and the total income exceeeds,---

(i) in a case to which the said Sub-Paragraph I applies, twenty-two thousand rupees, and

(ii) in a case to which the said Sub-Paragraph II applies, twelve thousand rupees; then, in calculating income-tax



under the first proviso to sub-section (5) of Section 132 of the Income tax Act, 1961 or in charging income-tax
under sub-section (2) of section 174 or section 175 or sub-section (2) of section 176 of the said Act or in computing
the "advance tax" payable under Chapter XVII-C of the said Act, at the rate or rates in force,---

(a) the net agricultural income shall be taken into account in the manner provided in clause (b) [that is to say, as if
the net agricultural income were comprised in the total income after,---

(i) in a case to which the said Sub-Paragraph I applies, the first twenty-two thousand rupees, and

(ii) in a case to which the said Sub-Paragraph II applies, the first twelve thousand rupees, of the total income but
without being liable to tax], only for the purpose of calculating, charging or computing such income-tax or. is the
case may be, "advance tax" in respect of the total income; and

(b) such income-tax or, as the case may be, "advance tax" shall be so calculated, charged or computed as follows :-
--

(i) the total income and the net agricultural income shall be aggregated and. the amount of income-tax or "advance
tax" shall be determined inrespect of the aggregate income at the rates specified in Sub-Paragraph I or, as the case
may be, Sub-Paragraph II of the said Paragraph A, as if such aggregate income were the total income;

(ii) the net agricultural income shall be increased,---

(A) in a case to which the said Sub-Paragraph I applies, by a sum of twenty-two thousand rupees; and

(B) in a case to which the said Sub-Paragraph II applies, by a sum of twelve thousand rupees, and the amount of
income-tax or "advance tax" shall be determined inrespect of the net agricultural income as so increased at the
rates specified in the said Sub-Paragraph I or, as the case may be, the said Sub-Paragraph II, as if the net
agricultural income as so increased were the total income;

(iii) the amount of income-tax or "advance tax" determined in accordance with sub- clause (i) shall be reduced by
the amount of income-tax or, as the case may be. "advance tax" determined in accordance with sub-clause (ii) and
the sum so arrived at shall be the income-tax or, as the case may be, "advance tax" in respect of the total income.
Provided that the amount of income-tax or "advance tax" so arrived at shall, in the case of every person having a
total income exceeding seventy- five thousand rupees, be increased by a surcharge for purposes of the Union
calculated at the rate of eight per cent. of such income-tax or, as the case may be, "advance tax" and the sum so
arrived at shall be the income-tax or, as the case may be, "advance tax" in respect of the total income.

(9) For the purposes of this section and the First Schedule.---

(a) "company in which the public are substantially interested" means a company within the meaning of clause (18)
of Section 2 of the Income tax Act, 1961 . and includes, a subsidiary of such company if the whole of the share
capital of such subsidiary company has been held by the parent company or by its nominees throughout the
previous year;

(b) "domestic company" means an Indian company, or any other company which, in respect of its income liable to
income-tax under the Income-tax Act for the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April, 1990, has made
the prescribed arrangements for the declaration and payment within India of the dividends (including dividends on
preference shares) payable out of such income in accordance with the provisions of section 194 of the Act:

(c) "insurance commission" means any remuneration or reward, whether by way of commission or otherwise, for
soliciting or procuring insurance business (including business relating to the continuance, renewal or revival of
policies of insurance);

(d) "investment company" means a company whose gross total income (as defined in Section 80B of the Income tax
Act, 1961 ) consists mainly of income which is chargeable under the heads "Income from house property", "Capital
gains" and "Income from other sources" or of income by way of interest on securities:

(e) "net agricultural income", in relation to a person means the total amount of agricultural income, from whatever
source derived, of that person computed in accordance with the rules contained in Part IV of the First Schedule;

(f) "tax-free security" means any security of the Central Government issued or declared to be income-tax free, or
any security of a State Government issued income-tax free, the income-tax whereon is payable by the State
Government;

(g) "trading company" means a company whose business consists mainly in dealing in goods or merchandise
manufactured, produced or processed by a person other than that company and whose income attributable to such
business included in its gross total income (as defined in Section 80B of the Income tax Act, 1961 ) is not less than
fifty one per cent of the amount of such gross total income;

(h) all other words and expressions used in this section or in the First Schedule but not defined in this sub-section
and defined in the Income-tax Act, shall have the meanings, respectively assigned to them in that Act.

CHAPTER 3
DIRECT TAXES

3. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence



not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

4. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

5. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

6. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

7. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

8. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

9. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

10. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

11. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

12. . :-



Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

13. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

14. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

15. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

16. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

17. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

18. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

19. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

20. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.



21. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

22. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

23. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

24. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

25. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

26. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

27. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

28. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

29. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.



30. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

31. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

32. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

33. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

34. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

35. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

36. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

37. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

38. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.



39. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

40. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

41. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

42. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

43. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

44. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

45. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

46. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

47. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.



48. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

49. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

50. . :-
Amended the following sections of the Income-tax Act which are being incorporated in the Principal Act and hence
not printed hereat. Sections affected are; 2; 6; 10; 28, 32-A, 32-AB; 33-A; 33-AB (Subst.); 34; 35-CCB: 43-B: 44-
AC' 45; 80-CCA; 80-CCB (ins.); 80-DD (ins); 80-GGA; 80-HH; 80-HHA: 80-HHD; 80-1; 80-L: 80-M (Subst.); 80-R;
80-RR; 80-RRA; Chapt VIII; 87(ins.): 88(ins.): 115-1: 115-J; 139; 139-A: 142; 143; 145: 151; 194-F (ins.); 246;
271-BB(ins.); 271-C; 271-D; 271-E, 275-1; Chap XXII-B (omitted); 288: section 50 made consequential
amendments to certain sections.

51. Amendment of section 2 :-
In section 2 of the Wealth-tax Act, 1957 (hereinafter referred to as the Wealth-tax Act), in clause (ob), for the word
and figures "section 16", the words, brackets and figures "sub-section (3) or sub-section (5) of section 16" shall be
substituted and shall be deemed to have been substituted with effect from the 1st day of April, 1989, namely:---

52. Amendment of section 5 :-
In section 5 of the Wealth-tax Act, in sub-section (1), in clause (xxviic), with effect from the 1st day of April,
1991,---

(i) after the words "State Government", the words or a public sector company" shall be inserted,---

(ii) the following Explanation shall be inserted at the end, namely;---

"Explanation :- - For the purposes of this clause, "public sector company" ,meai)s any corporation established by or
under any Central, State or Provincial Act or a Government company as defined in section 617 of the Companies
Act, 1956;-

53. Amendment of section 10 :-
In section lOofthe Wealth-tax Act, in sub-section (2), in clause (a), for the figures "16, 17", the figures and letters
"14, 15, 16, 17. 17B", shall be substituted.

54. Amendment of section 16 :-
In section 16ofthe Wealth-tax Act,- , '

(a) after sub-section (I A), the following sub-section shall be inserted and shall be deemed to have been inserted
with effect from the 1st day of April, 1989, namely:- , "(1B) Where an assessee furivishes a revised return under
section 15 after the issue of an intimation, or the grant of refund, if any, under sub-section (D.ofithis section; the
provisions of sub-sections (1) and, (IA) of this section, shall apply in relation to such revised return and- ,('

(i) the intimation already sent for any wealth-tax, additional wealth-tax or interest shall be amended on the basis of
the said revised return and where any amount payable by way of wealth-tax, additional wealth-tax or interest
specified in the said intimation has already been paid by the assessee then, if any, such amendment has the effect
of;---

(a) enhancing the amount already paid, the intimation amended under this clause shall be sent to the assessee
specifying the excess amount payable by him and such intimation shall be deemed to be a notice of demand issued
under section 30 and all the provisions of this Act shall apply accordingly;-

(b) reducing the amount already paid, the excess amount paid shall be refunded to the assessee;

(ii) the amount of the refund already granted shall be enhanced or reduced on the basis of the said revised return
and where the amount of refund already granted is,--

(a) enhanced, only the excess amount of refund due to the assessee shall be paid to him:

(b) reduced, the excess amount so refunded shall be deemed to be the tax payable by the assessee and an
intimation shall be sent to the assessee specifying the amount so payable, and such intimation shall be deemed to
be a notice of demand issued under section 30 and all the provisions of this Act shall apply accordingly;-- Provided
that an assessee, who has furnished a revised return under section 15 after the service upon him of the intimation
under sub-section (1) of this section, shall be liable to pay additional wealth-tax in relation to the adjustments



made under the first proviso to clause (a) of sub-section (1) and specified in the said intimation, whether or not he
has made the said adjustments in the revised return".

(b) in sub-section (4), in. clause (i), for the words "before the end of the relevant assessment year", the words,
brackets and figures "within the time allowed under sub-section (1) of section 14" shall be substituted.

55. Amendment of section 17 :-
In section 17 of the Wealth-tax Act, in sub-section (1B), in clause (a), for the words "except by an Assessing Officer
of the rank of Assistant, Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner", the words "by an Assessing Officer, who is below
the rank of Assistant commissioner, unless the Deputy Commissioner is satisfied on the reasons recorded by such
Assessing Officer that it is a fit case for the issue of such notice" shall be substituted.

56. Insertion of new section 35EEE :-
After section 35EE of the Wealth-tax Act,the following section shall be inserted, namely:--

"35EEE. Contravention of order made under second proviso to sub-section (1) or sub- section (3A) of section 37A. -
-- If a person contravenes any order referred to in the second proviso to sub-section (1) or sub-section (3A) of
section 37A, he shall be punishable with rigorous imprisonment for a term which may extend to two years and with
fine".

57. Amendment of section 35K :-
In section 35K of the Wealth-tax Act, in sub-section (1), for the words, figures and letters "the assessment year
commencing on the 1st day of April, 1988, or any earlier assessment year", the words "an assessment year" shall
be substituted and shall be deemed to have been substituted with effect from the 1st day of April, 1989.

58. Amendment of Schedule III :-
In the Wealth-tax Act, in Schedule III, in Part G,---

(a) for rule 18, the following rule shall be substituted, namely;---

"18. Valuation of jewellery.--- (1) The value of the jewellery shall be estimated to be the price which it would fetch
if sold in the open market on the valuation date (hereafter in this rule referred to as fair market value).

(2) The return of net wealth furnished by the assessee shall be supported by,-

(i) a statement in the prescribed form,, where the value of the jewellery on the valuation date does not exceed
rupees five lakhs: ,

(ii) a report of a registered valuer in the prescribed form, where the value of the jewellery on the valuation date
exceeds rupees five' lakhs.

(3) Notwithstanding anything mentioned in sub-rule (2), the Assessing Officer may, if he is of opinion, that the
value of the jewellery declared in the return.-

(a) is less than its fair market value by such percentage or such amount as is prescribed under sub-clause (i) of
clause (b) of sub section (l),ofsectionl6A;

(b) is less than its fair market value as referred to in clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 16A,

(b) in rule 19, in the-opening portion, for the words, brackets and letter "clause (b) of, ' the words, brackets and
fugure "sub-rule (3) of shall be substituted.

59. . :-
Amendments incorporated in the Gift-tax Act, 1958]

60. . :-
Amendments incorporated in the Gift-tax Act, 1958]

61. . :-
Amendments incorporated in the Gift-tax Act, 1958]

CHAPTER 4
INDIRECT TAXES

62. 62 :-
Amendments incorporated in the Customs Act, 1962]

63. 63 :-
Amendments incorporated in the Customs Tariff Act, 1975]

64. Auxiliary duties of customs :-

(1) In the case of goods mentioned in the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, or in that Schedule, as amended
from time to time, there shall be levied and collected as an auxiliary duty of customs an amount equal to fifty per
cent. of the value of goods as determined in accordance with the provisions of Section 14 of the Customs Act, 1962
.

(2) Sub-section (1) shall cease to have effect after the 31st day of March, 1991 upon such cesser S.6 of the General



Cluases Act. 1897, shall apply as if the said sub-section had been repealed by a Central Act.

(3) The auxiliary duties of customs referred to in sub-section (1) shall be in addition to any duties of customs
chargeable on such goods under the Customs Act, or any other law for the time being in force.

(4) The provisions of the Customs Act, and the rules and regulations made thereunder, including those relating to
refunds and exemptions from duties, shall, as far as may be, apply in relation to the levy and collection of the
auxiliary duties of customs leviable under this section in respect of any goods as they apply in relation to the levy
and collection of the duties of customs on such goods under that Act or those rules and regulations, as the case may
be.

65. Amendment of Act 1 of 1944 :-
In the Central Excises and Salt Act, 1944 (hereinafter referred to as the Central Excises Act), after section 37C, the
following section shall be inserted, namely:--

"37D. Rounding off of duty, etc.--- The amount of duty, interest, penalty, fine or any other sum payable, and the
amount of refund or any other sum due, under the provisions of this Act shall be rounded off to the nearest rupee
and, for this purpose, where such amount contains a part of a rupee consisting of paise then, if such part is fifty
paise or more, it shall be increased to one rupee and if such part is less than fifty paise it shall be ignored".

66. Amendmcnt of Act 5 of 1986 :-
The Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (hereinafter referred to as the Central Excise Tariff Act), shall be amended in the
manner specified in the Third Schedule.

67. Special duties of excise :-

(1) In the case of goods chargeable with a duty of excise under the Central Excises Act, as amended from time to
time, read with any notification for the time being in force issued by the Central Government in relation to the duty
so chargeable (not being a notification providing for any exemption for giving credit with respect to, or reduction of
duty of excise under the said Act on such goods equal to, any duty of excise under said Act, or the additional duty
under Section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 , already paid on the raw material or component parts used in the
production or manufacturer of such goods), there shall be levied and collected a special duty of excise equal to ten
per cent. of the amount so chargeable on such goods.

(2) Sub-section (1) shall cease to have effect after the 31st day of March, 1991, and upon such cesser Section 6 of
the General Clauses Act, 1897 , shall apply as if the said sub-section had been repealed by a Central Act.

(3) The special duties of excise referred to in sub-section (1) shall be in addition to any duties of excise chargeable
on such goods under the Central Excises Act or any other law for the time being in force.

(4) The provisions of the Central Excises Act and the rules made thereunder including those relating to refunds and
exemptions from duties, shall as far as may be, apply in relation to the levy and collection of the special duties of
excise leviable under this section in respect of any goods as they apply in relation to the levy and collection of the
duties of excise on such goods under that Act or those rules, as the case may be.

68. Amendment of Act 58 of 1957 :-
The Additional Duties of Excise (Goods of Special Importance) Act, 1957 (hereinafter referred to as the Additional
Duties of Excise Act), shall be amended in the manner specified in the Fourth Schedule.

69. Amendment of Act 40 of 1978 :-
In section 3 of the Additional Duties of Excise (Textiles and Textile Articles) Act, 1978, in sub-section (1), for the
words "fifteen per cent.". the words "twenty per cent" shall be substituted.

70. Repeal of Act 12 of 1953 :-
The Khadi and other Handloom Industries Development (Additional Excise Duty on Cloth) Act. 1953, is hereby
repealed.

CHAPTER 5
INLAND AIR TRAVEL TAX

71. Amendment of Act 13 of 1989 :-
Amendments incorporated in the Principal Act]

CHAPTER 6
MISCELLANEOUS

72. Amendment of Act 6 of 1898 :-
Amendments would be found incorporated in the (Indian Post Office Act, 1898)]

SCHEDULE 1
THE FIRST SCHEDULE

(See section 2) PART I Income-tax Paragraph A Sub-Paragraph I In the case every individual or Hindu undivided family or
unregistered firm or other association of persons or body of individuals, whether incorporated or not, every artificial juridical
person referred to in sub-clause (vii) of clause (31) of S.2 of the Income tax Act, 1961. not being a case to which Sub-: Paragraph
II of this Paragraph or any other Paragraph of this Part applies,--- Rates of income-tax (1) where the total income does not exceed
Nil; Rs. 18,000 (2) where the total income exceeds Rs. 18.000 20 per cent. of the amount by which the total income but does not
exceed Rs. 25.000 exceeds Rs. 18,000; (3) where the total income exceeds Rs. 25.000 Rs. 1,400 plus 30 percent, of the amount by
but does not exceed Rs. 50,000 which the total income exceeds Rupees 25.000; (4) where the total income exceeds Rs. 50.000 Rs.



8.900 plus 40 per cent. of the amount by but does not exceed Rs. 1,00.000 which the total income exceeds Rupees 50.000; (5)
where the total income exceeds Rs. 1.00,000 Rs. 28.900 plus 50 per cent. of the amount b.y which the total income exceeds Rupees
1.00.000. Surcharge on income-tax The amount of income-tax computed in accordance with the preceding provisions of this Sub-
Paragraph shall, in the case of every person having a total income exceeding fifty thousand rupees be increased by a surcharge for
purposes of the Union calculated at the rate of eight per cent. of such income-tax Provided that no such surcharge shall be payable
by a non-resident. Sub-Paragraph II In the case of every Hindu undivided family which at any time during the previous year has at
least one member whose total income of the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the lst day of April 1990
exceeds Rs. I8.000. Rates of income-tax (1) where the total income does not exceed Nil; : Rs. 12,000 (2) where the total income
exceeds Rs. 12,000 25 per cent. of the amourtf by which the total income but does not exceed Rs. 20.600 exceeds Rs. 12,000; (3)
where the total income exceeds Rs. 20.000 \Rs. 2.000 plus 30 per cent. of the amount by but does not exceed Rs. 40.000 which the
total income exceeds Rupees 20,000; (4) where the total income exceeds Rs. 40.000 \Rs. 8.000 plus 40 per cent. of the amount by
but dqes not exceed Rs. 60,000 which the total income exceeds, Rupees. 40,000; (5) where the total income exceeds Rs. 60.000
\Rs. 16.000 plus 50 per cent. of the amount by but does not exceed Rs. 1.00.000 which the total income exceeds Rupees 60.000;
(6) where the total income exceeds Rs. 1,00.000 \ \Rs. 36.000 plus 55 per cent. of the amodnt by which the total income exceeds
Rupees 1.00.000. \ \ \ \ \Surcharge on income-tax The amount of income-tax computed in accordance with the preceding
provisions of this Sub-Paragraph . shall, in the case of every person having a total income exceeding fifty thousand rupees,
be,increasedby.a surcharge for purposes of the Union calculated at the rate of eight per cent. of such income-lax. Provided that no
such surcharge shall bepayable by a non-resident. \ \ \ \ \ \ Paragraph B In the case of every co-operative society. - \ \ \ \ \ \Rates
of income-tax (1) where the total income does not, exceed. 15 per cent. of the total income; Rs. 10,000 (2) where the total income
exceeds Rs. 10,000 Rs. 1,500 plus 25 per cent. of the amount by but does not exceed Rs. 20.000 which the total income exceeds
Rupees 10.000; (3) where the total income exceeds Rs. 20.000 Rs. 4.000 plus 40 per cent. of the amount by which the total income
exceeds Rs. 20.000. \ \ \ \ \ Surcharge on income-tax The amount of -income-tax computed in accordance with the preceding
provisions of this Paragraph shall, in the case of every person having a total income exceeding fifty thousand rupees, be increased
by a surcharge for purposes of the Union Calculated at the rate of eight per cent of such income-lax. Paragraph C Sub-Paragraph I
In the case of every registered firm. not being a case to which Sub-Paragraph II of this Paragraph applies.--- Rates of income-tax
(1) where the total income does not exceed Nil: Rs. 10.000 (2) where the total income exceeds Rs. 10.000 \ \ 5 per cent. of the
amount by which the total income but does not exceed Rs. 25.000 exceeds Rs. 10,000; (3) where the total income exceeds Rs.
25.000 \ \ Rs. 750 plus 7 'per cent. of the amount by which but does not exceed Rs. 50.000 the total income exceeds Rupees
25,000: (4) where the total income exceeds Rs.,50.000 Rs.2,500 plus 15 per cent.of the amount by which but does not exceed Rs.
1.00.000 the total income exceeds Rupees 50,000; (5) where the total income exceeds Rs. 1.00.000 \Rs. 10.000 plus 24 per cent of
the amount by which the total income exceeds Rupees 1.00.000. Surcharge on income-tax The amount of income-tax computed in
accordance with the preceding provisions of this Sub- Paragraph, shall in the case of every person having a total income exceeding
fifty thousand rupees, be increased by a surcharge for purposes of the Union calculated at the rate of eight per cent of such income-
tax. Sub-Paragraph II In the case of every registered firm whose total income includes income derived from a profession carried on
by it and the income so included is not less than fifty-one per cent. of such total inclome.--- Rates of income-tax (1) where the
total income does not Nil: exceed Rs. 10,000 (2) where the total income exceeds Rs. 10,000 4 per cent. of the amount by which the
total income but does not exceed Rs. 25.000 exceeds Rs. 10.000 (3) where the total income exceeds Rs. 25.000 Rs. 600 plus ,7 per
cent. of the amount by which but does not exceed Rs. 50,000 the total income exceeds Rupees 25,000: (4) where the total income
exceeds Rs. 50,000 Rs. 2.350 plus 13 per cent. of the amount by which but does not exceed Rs. 1.00.000 the total income exceeds
Rupees 50.000: (5) where the total income exceeds Rs. 1,00.000 Rs. 8.850 plus 22 per cent. of the amount by which the total
income exceeds Rupees 1,00.000. Surcharge on income-tax The amount of income-tax computed in accordance with the preceding
provisions of this Sub-Paragraph shall, in the case of every person having a total income exceeding fifty thousand rupees. be
increased by a surcharge for purposes of the Union calculated at the rate of the eight per cent of such income- tax. Explanation.---
For the purposes of this Paragraph, "registered firm" includes an unregistered firm assessed as a registered firm under clause (b) of
S.183 of the Income tax Act, 1961. Paragraph D In the case of every local authority. --- Rate of income-tax On the whole of the
total income 50 per cent. Surcharge on income-tax The amount of income-tax computed at the rate hereinbefore specified shall, in
the case of every person having a total income exceeding fifty thousand rupees, be increased by a surcharge for purposes of the
Union calculated at the rate of eight per cent of such income-tax. Paragraph E In the case of a company,------ Rates of income-tax
I. In the case of a domestic company,-- (1) where the company is a company in 50 per cent. of the total income; which the public
are substantially interested.--- (2) where the company is not a company in Which the public are substantially interested--- (i) in the
case of trading company or an 60 per cent. of the total income: investment company (ii) in any other case 55 per cent. of the total
income: II. In the case of a company other than a domestic company.--- (i) on so much of the total income as consists of --- (a)
royalties received from Govern- ment or an Indian concern in pursuance of an agreement made by it with the Government or the
Indian concern after the 31st day of March. 1961 but before the 1st day of April, 1976, or (b) fees for rendering technical services
received from Government or an Indian concern in pursuance of an agreement made by it with the Government or the Indian
concern after the 29th day of February. 1964 but before the 1st day of April. 1976. and where such agreement has. in either case.
been approved by the Central 50 Per cent. Government (ii) on the balance, if any. of the total income. 65 per cent. Surcharge on
income-tax The amount of income-tax computed in accordance with the provisions of item I of this Paragraph shall, in the case of
every person having a total income exceeding fifty thousand rupees, be increased by a surcharge calculated at the rate of eight per
cent. of such income-tax. PART II RATES FOR DEDUCTION OF TAX AT SOURCE IN CERTAIN CASES In every case in which under the
provisions of section 193, section 194, section 194A, section 194B, section 194BB, section 194D and S.195 of the Income tax Act,
1961. tax is to be deducted at the rates in force, deduction shall be made from the income subject to deduction at the following
rates :--- Rate of Income-tax 1. In the case of a person other than a company --- (a) where the person is resident in India- (i) on
income by way of interest other 10 per cent.; than "Interest on securities" (ii) on income by way of winnings 40 per cent.; from
lotteries and crossword puzzles (iii) on income by way of winnings from 40 per cent,; horse races (iv) on income by way of
insurance 10 Per cent.; commission (v) on income by way of interest 10 per cent.; payable on --- (A) any security, other than a
tax-free security, of the Central or a State Government; (B) any debentures or other securities for money issued by or on behalf of
any local authority or a corporation estab- lished by a Central. State or Provincial Act; (C) any debentures issued by a company
where such deben- tures arc listed on a recognised stock exchange in India in accordance with the Securities Contracts (Regulation)
Act. 1956 and any rules made there- under. (vi) on any other income (exicuding 20 per cent.' interest payable on a tax-free
security) (b) where the person is not resident in India.--- (i) in the case of a non-resident in India.--- (A) on investment income
and long- 20 per cent.; term capital gains (B) on income by way of. interest 15 per cent.; payable on a tax-free security (C) on
income by way of winnings from lotteries and cross-word 40 per cent.; puzzels (D) on income by way of winnings 40 per cent.;
from horse races (E) on the whole of the other Income-tax at 30 per cent. of the amount of income income. or Income-tax in
respect of the income at the rates prescribed in Sub-Paragraph I of Paragraph A of Part III of this Schedule, if such income had
been the total income. whichever is higher; (ii) in the case of any other person.--- (A) on income by way of \ \ 15 per cent.;
interest payable on a tax-free security (B) on income by way of winnings \ \ 40 per cent.: from lotteries and crossword puzzles (C)
on income by way of winnings \ \ 40 per cent,: from horse races (D) on the whole of the other income \ \ Income-tax at 30 per
cent. of the amount of income, income or Income-tax in respect of the income at the rates prescribed in Sub-Paragraph I of
Paragraph A of Part III of this Schedule, if such income had been the total income. whichever is higher: 2. In the case of a
company--- (a) where the company is a domestic company --- (i) on income by way of interest other \ \ 20 per cent.: than
"Interest on securities" (ii) on income by way of winnings \ \ 40 per cent.; from lotteries and crossword puzzles (iii) on income by
way of winnings \ 40 Per cent.. from horse races (iv) on any other income (excluding \ \ 21.5 per cent.: interest payable on a tax-
free security) (b) where the company is not a domestic company--- (i) on income by way of dividends payable \ \ 25 per cent.: by
any domestic company (ii) on income by way of winnings from \ \ 40 per cent.: lotteries and cross word puzzles (iii) on income by
way of winnings \ 40 Per cent.. from horse races (iv) on income by way of interest \ 25 per cent.: payable by Government or an
Indian concern on moneys borrowed or debt incurred by Government or the Indian concern in foreign currency (v) on income by
way of royalty \ 30 per cent.: payable by Government or an Indian concern in pursuance of an agreement made by it with the Gov-
ernment or the Indian concern after the 31st day of March. 1976. where such royally is in consideration tor the transfer of all or any
rights (in- cluding the granting of a licence) in respect of copyright in any book on a subject referred to in the proviso to sub-
section (IA) of S.115A of the Income Tax Act, 1961, to the Indian concern. (vi) on income by way of royalty [not being royalty of



the nature referred to in sub-item (b) (v)] payable by Government or an Indian concern in pursuance of an agreement made by it
with the Government or the Indian concern and which has been approved by the Central Government,--- (A) where the agreement
is made 50 per cent.; after the 31st day of March, 1961 but before the 1st day of April. 1976 (B) where the agreement is made 30
per cent.; after the 31st day of March, 1976--- (vii) on income by way of fees for technical services payable by Government or an
Indian concern in pursuance of an agreement made by it with the Government or the Indian concern and which has been approved
by the Central Government,--- (A) where the agreement is made 50 per cent.: after the 29th day of February, 1964 but before the
1st day of April, 1976 (B) where the agreement is made 30 Per cent.; alter the 31st day of March, 1976 (viii)on income by way of
interest 44 per cent.. payable on a tax-free security (ix) on any other income 65 per cent. Explanation. --- For the purposes of this
Part, "investment income", "long-term capital gains" and "non-resident Indian" shall have the meanings assigned to them in chapter
XII-A of the Income- tax Act. Surcharge on income-tax The amount of income-tax deducted in accordance with the provisions of ---
(a) sub-item (a) of item I of this Part shall be increased by a surcharge for purposes of the Union, and (b) sub-item (a) of item 2 of
this Part shall be increased by surcharge, calculated at the rate of eight per cent. of such income-tax. PART III Rates for Calculating
or Charging Income-tax in certain cases, Deducting Income-tax from Income Chargeable under the Head "Salaries" and Computing
"Advance Tax". In cases in which income-tax has to be calculated under the first proviso to sub-section (5) of S.132 of the Income
tax Act, 1961 or charged under sub-section (4) of section 172 or sub-section (2) of section 174 or section 175 or sub-section (2) of
section 176 of the said Act or deducted under section 192 of the said Act from income chargeable under the head "Salaries" or in
which the "advance tax" payable under Chapter XVII-C of the said Act has to be computed, at the rate or rates in force, such
income- tax or, as the case may be. "advance tax" (not being "advance tax" in respect of any income chargeable to tax under
Chapter XII or Chapter XIIA or sub-section (IA) of section 161 or section 164 or section 164A or S.167B of the Income tax Act,
1961 at the rates as specified in that Chapter or Section or surcharge on such "advance tax" in respect of any income chargeable to
tax under section 115B), shall be so calculated. charged, deducted or computed at the following rate or rates:--- Paragraph A Sub-
Paragraph I In the case of every individual or Hindu undivided family or unregistered firm or other association of persons or body
of individuals, whether incorporated or not, or every artificial juridical person referred to in sub-clause (vii) of clause (31) of S.2 of
the Income tax Act, 1961, not being a case to which Sub- Paragraph II of this paragraph or any other Paragraph of this Part applies.
--- Rates of income-tax (1) where the total income does not exceed Nil: Rs. 22.000 (2) where the total income exceeds Rs. 22.000
\20 per cent. of the amount by which the total but does .not exceed Rs. 30,000 income exceeds Rs. 22,000: (3) where the total
income exceeds Rs. 30.000 \Rs. 1.600 plus 30 per cent. of the amount by which but does not exceed Rs. 50.000 the total income
exceeds Rupees 30.000: (4) where the total income exceeds Rs. 50.000 \Rs. 7,600 plus 40 per cent. 'of the amount by which but
docs not exceed Rs. 1.00.000 the total income exceeds Rupees 50.000; (5) where the total income exceeds Rs. 1,00.000 \Rs.
27.600 plus 50 per cent. of the amount by which the total income exceeds Rupees 1.00,000 Surcharge on income-tax The amount
of income-tax computed in accordance with the preceding provisions of this Sub- Paragraph shall, (i) in the case of every
individual. Hindu undivided family or association of persons or body of individuals referred to in section 88 and section 88A having
a total income exceeding severity-five thousand rupees, be reduced by the amount of rebate of income-tax calculated under chapter
VIII- A. and the income-tax as so reduced. (ii) in the case of every person, other than those mentioned in item (i) having a total
income exceeding seventy-five thousand rupees. be increased by a surcharge for purposes of the Union calculated at the rate of
eight per cent,., of such income-tax: Provided that no such surcharge shall be payable by a non-resident. Sub-Paragraph II In the
case of every Hindu undivided family which at any time during the previous year has at least one member whose total income of the
previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1991 exceeds Rs. 22.000.--- Rates of income-
tax (1) where the total income does not exceed Nil: Rs. 12.000 (2) where the total income exceeds Rs. 12.000 \25 per cent. of the
amount by which the total income but does not exceed Rs. 20,000 exceeds Rs. 12,000: (3) where the total income exceeds Rs.
20,000 \Rs. 2,000 plus 30 per cent. of the amount by which but does not exceed Rs. 40,000 the total income exceeds Rupees
20,000: (4) where the total income exceeds Rs. 40.000 \Rs. 8,000 plus 40 per cent. of the amount by which but does not exceed
Rs. 60.000 the total income exceeds Rupees 40.000: (5) where the total income exceeds Rs. 60,000 \Rs. 16,000 plus 50 per cent.
of the amount by which but does not exceed Rs. 1.00,000 the total income exceeds Rupees 60.000: (6) where the total income
exceeds Rs.1.00,000 \Rs. 36,000 plus 55 per cent. of the amount by which the total income exceeds Rupees 1.00.000: Surcharge
on income-tax The amount of income-tax computed in accordance with the preceding provisions of this Sub-Paragqaph shall, in the
case of every person having a total income exceeding seventy-five thousand rupees, be reduced by the amount or rebate of income-
tax calculated under Chapter VIII-A and the Income-tax as so reduced be increased by a surcharge for purposes of the Union
calculated at the rate of eight per cent. of such income tax: Provided that no such surcharge shall be payable by a non-resident.
Paragraph B In the case of every co-operative society.--- Rates of income-tax (1) where the total income does not exceed 10 per
cent. of the total income. Rs. 10.000 (2) where the total income exceeds Rs. 10.000 \Rs. 1.000 plus 20 per cent. of the amount by
which but does not exceed Rs. 20.000 the total income exceeds Rs. 10,000: (3) where the total income exceeds Rs. 20,000 \Rs.
3.000 plus 35 per cent. of the amount by which the total income exceeds Rupees 20.000. Surcharge on income-tax The amount of
income-tax computed in accordance with the preceding provisions of this paragraph shall, in the case of every person having a total
income exceeding seventy-five thousand rupees, be incased by a surcharge for purposes of the Union calculated at the rate of eight
per cent. of such income-tax. Paragraph C Sub-Paragraph I In the case of every registered firm, not being a case to which Sub-
Paragraph, (ii) of this Paragraph applies,--- Rates of income-tax (1) where the total income does not exceed Nil: Rs. 15,000 (2)
where the total income exceeds Rs. 15.000 \6 per cent. of the amount by which the total income but does not exceed Rs. 50,000
exceeds Rs. 15.000: (3) where the total income exceeds Rs. 50.000 Rs. 2.100 plus 12 per cent. of the amount by which but does
not exceed Rs. 1.00.000 the total income exceeds Rupees 50.000: (4) where the total income exceeds Rs. 1.00,000 \Rs. 8.100 plus
18 per cent. of the amount by which the total income exceeds Rupees 1,00,000. Surcharge on income-tax The amount of income-
tax computed in accordance with the preceding provisions of this Sub- Paragraph shall, in the case of every person having a total
income exceeding seventy-five thousand rupees, be increased by a surcharge for purposes of the Union calculated at the rate of
eight per cent. of such income-tax. Sub-Paragraph II In the case of every registered firm whose total income includes income
derived from a profession carried on by it and the income so included is not less than fifty-one per cent. of such total income,---
Rates of income-tax (1) where the total income does not exceed Nil; Rs. 15,000 (2) where the total income exceeds Rs. 15,000 5
per cent. of the amount by which the total income but does not exceed Rs. 50,000 exceeds Rs. 15.000; (3) where the total income
exceeds Rs. 50,000 Rs. 1,750 plus 10 per cent. of the amount by which but does not exceed, Rs. 1,00.000 the total income exceeds
Rupees 50,000; (4) where the total income exceeds Rs. 1,00.000 Rs. 6,750 plus 15 per cent. of the amount by which the total
income exceeds Rupees 1,00,000. Surcharge on income-tax The amount of income-tax computed in accordance with the preceding
provisions of this Sub-Paragraph shall, in the case of every person having a total income exceeding seventy-five thousand rupees,
be increased by a surcharge for purposes of the Union calculated at the rate of eight per cent. of such income-tax. Explanation ---
For the purposes of this paragraph "registered firm" includes an unregistered firm assessed as a registered firm under Clause (b) of
Section 183 of the income-tax Act. Paragraph D In the case of every total authority.--- Rate of income income-tax On the whole of
the total income 50 per cent. Surcharge on income-tax The amount of income-tax computed at the rate hereinbefore specified shall,
in the case of every person having a total income exceeding seventy-five thousand rupees, be increased by a surcharge for
purposes of the Union calculated at the rate of eight per cent. of such income-tax. Paragraph E In the case of a company,--- Rates
of income-tax I. In the case of a domestic company,--- (1) where the company is a company 40 per cent.of the total income; in
which the public are substantially interested,--- (2) where the company is not a company in which the public are substantially
interested,--- (i) in the case of a trading company 50 per cent. of the total income; or an investment company (ii) in any other case
45 per cent. of the total income; II. In the case of a company other than a a domestic company,-- (i) on so much of the total
income as consists of --- (a) royalties received from Govern- ment or an Indian concern in pursuance of an agreement made by it
with the Government or the Indian concern after the 31st day of March, 1961 but before the 1st day of April. 1976, or (b) fees for
rendering technical services received from Government or an Indian concern in pursuance of an agreement made by it with the
Govern- the Indian concern after the 29th day of February. 1964 but before the Ist day of April. 1976, and where such agreement
has, in 50 per cent.; either case, been approved by the Central Governrnent. on the balance, if any, of th‚ total income 65 per cent.
Surcharge on inconie-tax The amount of income-tax computed in accordance with the provisions of item l of this Paragraph shall, in
the case of every person having a total income exceeding seventy-five thousand rupees. be increased by a surcharge calculaled at
the rate of eight per cent. of such income-tax. PART IV [See section 2 (9) (e)] RULES FOR COMPlITATION 0F NET AGRICULTURAL
INCOME Rule 1. --- Agricultural income of the nature referred to in sub-clause (a) of clause (1A) of S.2 of the Income tax Act, 1961
shall be computed as if it were income chargeable to income-tax under that Act under the head "Income from other sources" and



the provisions of section 57section 58, section 59 of that Act shall, so far as may be. apply accordingly: Provided that sub-section
(2) of section 58 shall apply subject to the modification that the reference to section 40A therein shall be construed as not including
a reference to sub-sections (3) and (4) of section 40A. Rule 2. --- Agricultural income of the nature referred to in sub-clause (b) or
sub-clause (c) of clause (1A) of S.2 of the Income tax Act, 1961 [other than income derived from any building required as a
dwelling house by the receiver of the rent or revenue or the cultivator or the receiver of rent-in-kind referred to in the : said sub-
clause (c)] shall be computed as if it were income chargeable to income-tax under that Act under the head "Profits and gains of
business or profession" and the provisions of section 30, section 31, section 32, section 36, section 37, section 38, section 40,
section 40A [other than sub-sections (3) and (4) thereof], section 41, section 43, section 43A, S.43B of the Income tax Act, 1961
and S.43C of the Income tax Act, 1961 shall, so far as may be, apply accordingly. Rule 3. --- Agricultural income of the nature
referred to in sub-clause (c) of clause (IA) of S.2 of the Income tax Act, 1961. being income derived from any building required as
a dwelling house by the receiver of the rent or revenue or the cultivator or the receiver of rent-in-kind referred to in the said sub-
clause (c) shall be computed as if it were income chargeable to income-tax under that Act under th‚ head "Income from house
property" and the provisions of section 23, section 24, section 25, section 26, section 27 of that Act shall, so far as may be, apply
accordingly. Rule 4. --- Notwithstanding anything contained in any other provisions of these rules, in a case Where the assessee
derives income from sale of tea grown and manufactured by him in India. such income shall be computed in accordance with Rule 8
of the Income-tax Rules, 1962. and sixty per cent. of such income shall be regarded as the agricultural income of the assessee.
Rulie 5. --- Where the assessee is a partner of a registered firm or an unregistered firm assessed as a registered firm under clause
(b) of S.183 of the Income tax Act, 1961. which in the previous year has any agricultural income, or is a partner of an unregistered
firm which has not been assessed as a registered firm under clause (b) of the said section 183 which in the previous year has either
no income chargeable to tax under the Income-tax Act or has total income not exceeding the maximum amount not chargeable to
tax in the case of an unregistered firm but has any agricultural income. then. the agricultural income or loss of the firm shall be
computed in accordance with these rules and his share in the agricultural income or loss of the firm shall be computed in the
manner laid down in sub-section (l), sub-section (2) and sub-section (3) of S.67 of the Income tax Act, 1961 and the share so
computed shall be regarded as the agricultural income or loss of the assessee. Rale 6. --- Where the assessee is a member of an
association of persons or a body of individuals (other than a Hindi undivided family, a company or a firm) which in the previous
year has either no income chargeable to tax under the Income-tax Act or has total income not exceeding the maximum amount not .
chargeable to tax in the case of an association of persons or a body of individuals (other than a Hindu undivided family, a company
or a firm) but has any agricultural income. then, the agricultural income or loss of the association or body shall be computed in
accordance with these ruies and the share of the assessee in the agricultural income or loss so computed shall be regarded as the
agricultural income or loss of the assenee. Rule 7. --- Where the result of the computation for the previous year in respect of any
source of agricultural income is a loss. such loss shall be set off against the income of the assessee. if any, for that previous year
from any other source of agricultural income: Provided that where the assessee is a partner of an unregistered firm which has not
been assessed as a registered firm under clause (b) of S.183 of the Income tax Act, 1961 or is a member of an association of
persons or a body of individuals and the share of the assessee in the agricultural income of the firm. association or body, as the
case may be. is a loss, such loss shall not be set off against any income of the assessee from any other source of agricultural
income. Rule 8. --- Any sum payable by the assessee on account of any tax levied by the State Government on the agricultural
income shall be deducted in computing the agricultural income. Rule 9. --- (1) Where the assessee has, in the previous year
relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1990, any agricultural income and the net result of the
computation of the agricultural income of the assessee for any one or more of the previous years relevant to the assessment years
commencing on the 1st day of April, 1982 or the 1st day of April. 1983 or the 1st day of April. 1984 or the 1st day of April, 1985.
or the 1st day of April. 1986 or the 1st day of April, 1987 or the 1st day of April 1988 or the 1st day of April 1989 is a loss. then,
for the purposes of sub-section (2) of section 2 of this Act.--- (i) the loss so computed for the previous year reelevant to the
assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1982, to the extent, if any. such loss has not been set off against the
agricultural income for the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1983 or the 1st day
of April. 1984 or the 1st day of April. 1985, or the 1st day of April, 1986 or the 1st day of April, 1987 or the 1st day of April. 1988
or the 1st day of April. 1989, (ii) the loss so computed for the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the
1st day of April. 1983, to the extent, if any. such loss has not been set olT against the agricultural income for the previous year
relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April, 1984 or the 1st day of April. '1985 or the 1st day of April.
1986 or the 1st day of April. 1987 or the 1st day of April. 1988 or the 1st day of April, 1989, (iii) the loss so computed for the
previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1984. to the extent, if any. such loss has not
been set off against the agricultural income for' the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of
April, 1985, or the 1st day of April, 1986 or the 1st day of April. 1987 or the 1st day of April. 1988 or the 1st day of April, 1989.
(iv) the loss so computed for the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April, 1985. to the
extent if any, such loss has not been set off against the agricultural income for the previous year relevant to the assessment year
commencing on the 1st day ,of April 1986 or the 1st day of April. 1987 or the 1st day of April, 1988 or the 1st day of April. 1989.
(v) the loss so computed for the previous year rc;c'.ant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April, 1986, to the
extent if any, such loss has not been set off against the agricultural income for the previous year relevant to the assessment year
commencing on the 1st day of April, 1987 or the 1st day of April, 1988 or the 1st day. of April. 1989, (vi) the loss so computed for
the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1987, to the extent if any, such loss has not
been set off against the agricultural .income for the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the I si day of
April 1988 or the 1st day of April, 1989. (vii) the loss so computed for the previous year relevant to the assessment year
commencing on the 1st day of April, 1988. to the extent if any. such loss has not been set off against the agricultural income for
the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1989 and. (viii) the loss so computed for the
previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1^89. shall be set off against the agricultural
income of the assessee for the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April 1989. (2) Where
the assessee has. in the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1991 or if by virtue of
any provision of the Income-lax Act, income-tax is to be charged in respect of the income of a period other than that previous year.
in such other period, any agricultural income and the net result of the computation of the agricultural income of the assessee for
any one or more of the previous years relevant to the assessment years commencing on the 1st day of April, 1983 or the 1st day of
April. 1984 or the 1st day of April. 1985 or the 1st day of April. 1986 or the 1st day of April. 1987 or the 1st day of April. 1988 or
the 1st day of April, 1989 or the 1st day of April. 1990 is a loss. then. for the purposes of sub-section (8) of S.2 of this Act.--- (i)
the loss so computed for the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April, 1983, to the
extent, if any, such loss has not been set off against the agricultural income for the previous year relevant to the assessment year
commencing on the 1st day ol-April. 1984, or the 1st day of April, 1985 or the 1st day of April, 1986 or the 1st day of April. 1987,
or the 1st day of April, 1988 or the 1st day of April. 1989 or the 1st day of April. 1990. (ii) the loss so computed for the previous
year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April, 1984. to the extent, if any, such loss has not been set off
against the agricultural income for the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April 1985 or
the 1st day of April, 1986 or the 1st day of April,. 1.987 or the 1st day of April, 1988 or the 1st day of April. 1989 or the 1st day of
April. 1990, (iii) the loss so computed for the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April,
1985. to the extent, if any, such loss has not been set olT against the agricultural income for the previous year relevant to the
assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1986 or the 1st day of April. 1987. or the 1st day of April. 1988 or the 1st
day of April, 1989 or the 1st day of April, 1990, (iv) the loss so computed for the previous year relevant to the assessment year
commencing on the 1st day of April. 1986. to the extent if any, such loss has not been set off against the agricultural income for
the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April, 1987, or the 1st day of April, 1988 or the
1st day of April, 1989 or the 1st day of April, 1990. (v) the loss so computed for the previous year relevant to the assessment year
commencing on the 1st day of April. 1987, to the extent if any such loss has not been set off against the agricultural income for the
previous year relevant of the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1988 or the 1st day of April. 1989 or the 1st day
of April. 1990. (vi) the loss so computed for the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April.
1988. to the extent, if any, such loss has not been set off against the agricultural income for the previous year relevant to the
assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1989 or the 1st day of April. 1990, (vii) the loss so computed for the previous
year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April, 1989. to the extent if any. such loss has not been set off



against the agricultural income for the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April. 1990,
and (viii)the loss so computed for the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing, on the 1st day of, April. 1990.
shall be set off* against lh6 agricultural income of the assessee for the previous year relevant to the asse'ssment year commencing
on the 1st day of April, 1991. (3) Where achange has occurred in the constitution of a firm, nothing in sub-rule (1) or sub-rule (2)
shall entitle the firm to set off so much of the loss proportionate to the share of a retired or deceased partner computed in the
manner laid down in sub-section (1), sub-section (2) and sub-section (3) of S.67 of the Income tax Act, 1961 as exceeds his share
of profits, if any. of the previous year in the firm. or entitle any' partner to the benefit of any portion of the said loss (computed in
the manner aforesaid) which is not apportionable to him. (4) Where any person deriving any agricultural income from any source
has been succeeded in such capacity by another person, otherwise than by inheritance, nothing in sub-rule (1) or sub-rule (2) shall
entitle 'any person, other than the person incurring the loss. to have it set off under sub-rule (1) or. as the case may be. sub-rule
(2). (5) Notwithstanding anything contained in this rule. no loss which has not been determined by the Assessing Officer under the
provisions of these rules, or the rules contained in Part IV of the First Schedule to the Finance Act. 1982, or of the First Schedule to
the Finance Act. 1983, or of the First Schedule to the Finance Act, 1984, or of the First Schedule to the Finance Act. 1985.,or of the
First Schedule to the Finance Act, 1986, or of the First Schedule to the Finance Act. 1987. or of the First Schedule to the Finance
Act, 1988. or of the first Schedule to the Finance Act. 1989, shall be set of under sub-rule (1) or, as the case may be, sub-rule (2).
Rule 10. - Where the net result of the computation made in accordance with these rules is a loss. the loss so computed shall be
ignored and the net agricultural income shall be deemed to be nil. Rule 11. - The provisions of the Income-tax Act relating to
procedure for assessment (including the provisions of section 288A relating to rounding off of income) shall, with the necessary
modifications, apply in relation to the computation of the net agricultural income of the assessee as they apply in relation to the
assessment of the total income. Rule 12.--- For the purposes of computing the net agricultural income of the assessee, the
Assessing Officer shall have the same powers as he has under the Income-tax Act for the purposes of assessment of the total
income.

SCHEDULE 2
THE SECOND SCHEDULE

(See Section 63 ) [Amendments incorporated in the Customs Tariff Act, 1975]

SCHEDULE 3
THE THIRD SCHEDULE

[See section 66] PART I In the Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act,--- (1) in Chapter 4, in sub-heading Number 0401.13, for the entry in. column (3), the
entry "--- Milk powder, other than powder specially prepared for feeding infants, put up in unit containers and ordinarily intended for sale" shall be substituted;
(2) in Chapter 9, in sub-heading Numbers 0901.20 and 0901.90 for the entry in column (4) the entry "15%" shall be substituted; (3) in Chapter 
heading Numbers 1102.00 and 1104.00, for the entry in column (4). the entry "15%" shall be substituted; (4) in Chapter 13, in sub-heading Number 1301.90 for
the entry in column (4). the entry "15%" shall be substituted; (5) in Chapter 14. in sub-heading Number 1401.00, for the entry in column (4), the entry, "15%"
shall be substituted: (6) in Chapter 15, in sub-heading Numbers 1501.00, 1505.00 and 1507.00, for the entry in column (4), the entry "15%" 
substituted; (7) in Chapter 17, in sub-heading Numbers 1701.90. 1702.29, 1702.30 and 1704.90. for the entry in column (4), the entry "10%" shall be
substituted; (8) in Chpater 18, in sub-heading Numbers 1801.00, 1802.00, 1803.00 and 1804.00. for the entry in column (4), the entry "15%" shall be
substituted; (9) in Chapter 21,--- \(a) in sub-heading Nos. 2101.30. 2102.10 and 2102.90. for the entry in column (4). the entry "15%" shall be 
in sub-heading No. 2105.00. for the entry in column (4), the entry "15%" plus Rs. 2 per litre" shall be substituted: \(c) in heading No. 21.06, in column (3), for
the entry "Containing lime or katha (catechu) or both. whether or not containing tobacco", the entry "containing lime. katha (catechu) or tobacco or any one or
more of these ingredients": shall be substituted; \(d) in sub-headings Nos. 2106.11 and 2106.90, for the entry in column (4). the entry "40%" plus Rs. 50 per
kilogram" shall be substituted; \(10) in Chapter 22, in sub-heading No. 2203.00. for the entry in column (4) the entry "15%" shall be substituted: \(11) 
Chpater 23. in sub-heading Number 2301.00 for the entry in column (4). the entry "Nil" shall be substituted; (12) in Chapter 24.--- \(a) \in sub-headings Nos.
2403.11. 2403.12, 2403.21 and 2403.22. for the entry incolumn (4), the \ \entry "Rs. 500 per thousand or 300% plus Rs. 20 per thousand, whichever is higher"
shall be \ \substituted; \ \(b) in sub-headings Nos. 2404.60 and 2404.90, for the entry in column (4). the entry "15%" shall \ \be substituted; 
25,--- \ \ (a) for Note 2, the following Note shall be substituted, namely;--- \ \"2. Except where their context otherwise requires, headings Nos. 25.01. 25.03 and
25.05 cover' only products which have been washed (even with chemical substances, eliminating the impurities without changing the structure of the 
crushed, ground, powdered, levigated, sifted, screened, or concentrated by flotation, magnetic separation of other mechanical or physical processes (except
crystallisation), but not products that have been roasted, calcined obtained by mixing or subjected to processing beyond that mentioned in each heading or sub-
heading". \ \ (b) in sub-headings Nos. 2502.10, 2502.30 and 2504.90. for the entry in column (4), the entry "10%" shall be substituted; (14) in 
sub-headings Numbers 2601.00, 2602.00. 2603.00. 2604,00. 2605.00, 2606.00 2607.00 2608.00, 2609.00. 2610.00. 2611.00, 2612.00. 2613.00. 2614.00,
2615.00. 2616.00, 2617.00. 2618.00, 2619.00, 2620.00 and 2621.00, for the entry in column (4). the entry "10%" shall be substituted, (15) in Chapter 28,--- \ \
(a) in sub-heading No. 2815.00, for the entry in column (4), the entry "15% plus Rs. 1.000 per tonne" shall be substituted: \ \(b) in sub-heading No. 2818.10.
for the entry in column (4). the entry "10%" shall be substituted; (16) in Chapter 29, in sub-headings Nos. 2917.10 and 2917.20. for the entry in column (4), the
entry "15%" plus Rs. 5 per kilogram" shall be substituted: (17) in chapter 30, in sub-heading No. 3001.00. for the entry in column (4). the entry 
substituted, (18) in Chapter 34, in sub-heading No. 3402.90. for the entry in column (4), the entry "25% plus Rs. 2,000 per tonne" shall be substituted, \ (19) in
chapter 40.--- (a) in Note 9.--- (i) after the word and figures "and 40.08". the words "except as otherwise provided", shall be inserled, (ii) the 
paragraph shall be inserted at the end, namely : --- 'Sub-heading No. 4008.21 shall also apply to "plates", "sheets" and "strips", whether or not cut to shape. and
surface-worked or further worked so as to render them fit for resolving or repairing or re-treading of rubber tyres'. (b) in sub-heading No. 4011.20, for 
in column (4). the entry "Rs. 35 per tyre" shall be substituted: (c) in sub-heading No. 4011.50. for the entry in column (4), the entry "Rs. 2,600 per tyre" shall be
subslituled: (d) in sub-heading No. 4011.91. for the entry in column (4), the entry "60%" shall be substituted: (e) in sub-heading No. 4011.99. for the 
column (4), the entry "30%" shall be substituted; (f) in sub-heading No. 4012.19. for the entry in column (4), the entry "Rs. 23 per flap" shall be substituted.
(20) in chapter 41. in sub-heading No 4101.00. for the entry in.column (4), the entry "10%" shall be substituted: (21) in Chapter 42, in sub-heading No.
4201.90, for the entry in column (4) the entry "15'%" shall be substituted: (22) in chapter 43, in sub-heading No. 4301.00. for the entry in column (4). the entry
"15%" shall be substituted: (23) in chapter 44,--- \ \(a) NOTES 5' and 6 shall be renumbered as NOTES 6 and 7 respectively and before NOTE 6 as so
renumbered, the following NOTES shall be inserted, namely:--- '5. For the purposes of heading No. 44.08, the expression "similar laminated wood" includes
blackboard, laminboard and battenboard, in which the core is thick and composed of blocks, laths or battens of wood glued together and 
plies and also panels in which the wooden core is replaced by other materials such as a layer or layers of particle board. fibre board, wood waste glued together,
asbestos or cork'. \ \(b) in sub-headings Nos. 4401.00, 4402.00. 4403.00. 4404.00, 4405,.00 and 4410.90, for the entry in column (4). the 
substituted: (24) in Chapter 46. in sub-heading No. 4601.00. for the entry in column (4). the entry "10%" shall be substituted: (25) in Chapter 47. in sub-
heading No. 4701.00. for the entry in column (4). the entry "10%" shall be substituted: (26) in Chapter 48.--- \ \ (a) Notes 8, 9 and 10 shall be renumbered as
Notes 9. 10 and II respectively and before Note 9 as so renumbered. the following Note shall be inserted. namely:--- '8. For the purposes of heading No. 48.14,
the expression "wall paper and similar wall Coverings" applies only to': (a) Paper in rolls,, of a width of not less than 45cms. and not more than 160 cms.,
suitable for wall or ceiling decoration: (i) Grained, embossed, surface-coloured, design-printed or otherwise surface-decorated (e.g., with textile flock), whether
or not coated or covered with transparent protective plastics, (ii) With an uneven surface resulting from the incorporation of particles of wood, straw, etc.; 
Coated or covered on the face side with plastics, the layer of plastics being grained, embossed. coloured, design-printed or otherwise decorated: or (iv) covered
on the face side with plaiting material, whether or not bound together in parallel strands or woven; \ \(b) Borders and friezes, of paper, treated as above,
whether or not in rolls, suitable for wall or ceiling decoration: . \ \ (c) Wall coverings of paper made up of several panels, in rolls or sheets, printed so as to
make up a scene, design or motif when applied to a wall. Products on a base of paper or paperboard suitable for use both as floor coverings and as wall
coverings, are to be classified in heading No. 48.15'. (b) in sub-heading No. 4815.00. for the entry in column (4), the entry "30%" shall be 
sub-headings Nos. 4817.00, 4818.00, 4819.19. 4820.00. 4821.00 and 4822.00, for the entry in column (4). the entry "15%" shall be substituted; (27) in Chapter
49. in sub-heading No. 4901.10. for the entry in column (4). the entry "15%" shall be substitued: (28) in Chapter 53, in sub-headings Nos. 5302.20 and 
for the entry in column (4), the entry "Rs. 700 per tonne" shall be substituted; (29) in Chapter 56, in sub-heading No. 5607.19. for the entry in column (4). the
entry "Rs. 700 per tonne" shall be substituted: (30) in Chapter 57, in sub-heading No. 5702.20. for the entry in column (4), the entry "Rs. 700 per tonne" 
substituted; (31 ) in Chapter 59,--- \ (a) in Note 2. clause (c). the words "by dot printing process" shall be omitted: \ (b) Notes 4. 5 and 6 shall be renumbered
as Notes 5, 6 and 7 respectively and before Note 5 as so renumbered, the following Note shall be inserted, namely:--- 4. For the purposes of heading No. 
the expression "textile wall coverings" applies to products in rolls, of a width of not less than 45cms., suitable for wall or ceiling decoration, consisting of a
textile surface which has been fixed on a backing or has been treated on the back (impregnated or coated to permit pasting). This heading does not. however,
apply to wall coverings consisting of textile flock or dust fixed directly on a backing of paper (heading No. 48.14)". \(c) in sub-headings Nos. 



and 5903.00. for the entry in column (4). the entry "30% plus Rs. 15 per square metre plus the duty for the time being leviable on base fabrics, ,if not already
paid" shall be sub-stituted: (32) in chapter 64. in sub-heading Nos. 6401.19. 6401,99. for the entry in column (4). the entry "10%" shall be 
Chapter 65, in sub-headings Nos. 6501.80 and 6501.90. for the entry in column (4), the entry "10%" shall be substituted; (34) in Chapter 66. in sub-heading No.
6602.00. for the entry in column (4), the entry "10%" shall be substituted; (35) in Chapter 67, in sub-headings Nos. 6701.00 and 6702.00. lor the entry 
column (4), the) entry "10%" shall be substituted; (36) in chapter 68.--- \(a) in sub-heading No. 6801.90, for the entry in column (4), the entry "15%" shall be
substituted: \(b) in sub-heading No. 6807.00, for the entry in column (4). the entry "30%" shall be substituted; (37) in Chpater 70, in sub-heading No. 
for the entry in column (4). the entry "10%" shall be substituted: (38) in Chapter 71. in sub-headings Nos. 7101.39. 7101.40, 7101.60. 7101.70, 7101.80 and
7101.90 for the entry in column (4), the entry "15%" shall be substituted; (39) in Chapter 72,--- \(a) in sub-headings No.s 7201.00. 7203.00 and 7204.10, for
the entry in column (4). the entry "Rs. 400 per tonne" shall be substituted; \(b) in sub-heading No. 7204.20. for the entry in column (4). the entry "Rs. 2.000 per
tonne" shall be substituted: \(c) in sub-headings Nos. 7205.10 and 7206.10, tor the entry in column (4), the entry "Rs. 400 per tonne" shall be substituted, (40)
in Chapter 73,--- \(a) in sub-headings Nos. 7303.00 and 7304.10, for the entry in column (4), the entry "Rs. 400 per tonne" shall be substituted: \(b) in sub-
heading No. 7304.90. for the entry in column (4). the entry "Rs. 3.000 per tonne" shall be substituted; \(c) in sub-heading No. 7305.10. for the entry in column
(4), the entry "Rs. 400 per tonne" shall be substituted' \(d) in sub-heading No. 7305.90, for the entry in column (4). the entry "Rs. 3,000 per 
substituted: . \(e) in sub-heading No. 7306.10. for the entry in column (4). the entry "Rs. 400 per tonne" shall be substituted: \(f) in sub-heading No. 7306.90.
for the entry in column (4), the entry "Rs. 3.000 per tonne" shall be substituted: \(g) in sub-headings Nos. 7321.10 and 7321.20, for the entry in 
entry "25%". shall be substituted; \(h) in sub-heading No. 7325.10, for the entry in column (4), the entry "Rs. 400 per tonne" shall be substituted; (41) in
chapter 78,---- \(a) in sub-headings No. 7801.10. .7801.90 and 7802.00. for the entry in column (4). the entry "Rs. 4,000 per tonne" shall be substituted; 
sub-heading No. 7803.10. for the entry in column (4). the entry "Rs. 5,000 per tonne" shall be substituted; \(c) in sub-heading No. 7803.21, for the entry in
column (4), the entry "20%" shall be substituted; \(d) in sub-heading No. 7803.29, for the entry in column (4), .the entry) "Rs. 5,000 per tonne" shall be
substituted; \(e) in sub-heading No. 7803.30, for the entry in calumn (4), the entry. "Rs. 4.000, per tonne" shall be substituted; \(f) in sub-heading No. 7804.10.
for the entry in column (4), the entry "Rs. 5.000 per tonne" shall be. substituted; \(g) in sub-headings nos. 7804.20, 7805.10, 7805.20 and 7806:00, for the
entry in column (4), the entry "20%" shall be substituted; (42) in Chapter 79,---- \(a) in sub-headings Nos. 7903.10 and 7903.90, for the entry incolumn (4), the
entry "20%" shall be substituted: \(b) in sub-headings Nos. 7904.21 and 7906.10, for the entry in column (4), the entry "30%" shall be substituted; \(c) in sub-
headings Nos. 7906.20. 7907.10 and 7907.90, for the entry in column (4), the entry "20%" shall be substituted; (43) in chapter 85,--- \(a) in 
8521.00, for the entry in column (4), the entry "40%" shall be substituted; \(b) in sub-heading No. 8543.00, for the entry in column (4). the entry "25%" shall be
Substituted: (44) in Chapter 87,--- \(a) in sub-heading No. 8703.00, for the entry in column (4), the entry "40%" shall be substituted; \(b) in 
8706.20 and 8706.40 for the entry in column (4), the entry "25% plus Rs. 6,000 per chassis" shall be substituted: \(c) in sub-heading No. 8706.30, for the entry
in column (4). the entry "40%" shall be substituted; and (45) in Chapter 96. in sub-heading No. 9617.00, for the entry in column (4), the entry 
substituted. PART II
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Heading Sub- Description of goods \ \ \Rate of duty No. Heading No.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(1) (2) (3) (4)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
In the Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act,--- (1) in chapter 22. after heading No. 22.03 and the entries relating thereto, the following shall be inserted,
namely:--- "22.04 2204.00 \ ETHYL ALCOHOL 0F ANY STRENGTH \ \Rs. 8 per tonne for WHETHER DENATURED OR NOT, BUT NOT \ \ \each percentage
INCLUDING ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR FOR \ \point strength of HUMAN CONSUMPTION alcohol". (2) in Chapter 25. for heading No. 25.05 and the entries relating
thereto, the following shall be substituted, namely:--- "25.05 \MINERAL SUBSTANCES NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED (INCLUDING CLAY. EARTH COLOURS
NATURAL ABRASIVES. SULPHURS. SLATE AND STONE), LIME; PLASTERS WITH A BASIS 0F CALCIUM SULPHATE, WHETHER OR NOT COLOURED, BUT NOT
INCLUDING PLASTERS SPECIALLY PREPARED FOR USE IN DENTISTRY \2505.10 Kaolin and other kaolinic clay, whether or not 15% calcined: other 
aridalusite. kyanite and sillimanite, whether or not calcined: mullite: chamotte or dinas earths \2505.20 \-Natural barium sulphate (barytes), natural 15% barium
carbonate (witherite) whether or not calcined, other than barium oxide of heading No. 28.16 \2505.30 \-Silicious fossil meals and similar silicious 15% 
whether or not calcined. of an apparent specifie gravity of l or less \2505.40 \-Dolomite, whether or not calcined; natural 15% magnesium carbonate
(magnesite): fused magnesia; dead bumed (sintered) magnesia, whether or not containing small quantities of other oxides added before sintering; other
magnesium oxide, whether or not pure \2505.50 \-Gypsum; anhydrite; plasters (consisting of 15% calcined gypsum or calcium sulphate) whether or not
coloured, with or without small quantities of accelerators or retarders. \2505.60 \-Quick lime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime, 15% other than calcium oxide and
hydroxide of heading No. 28.25 2505.70 \-Natural borates and concentrƒtes thereof 15% (whether or not calcined). but not including borates separated from
natural brine, natural boric acid containing not more than 85% of H3BO3 calculated on the dry weight: earth colours, strontianite (whether or not 
than strontium oxide 2505.90 \-Other 15%" (3) in Chapter 40, after sub-heading No. 4011.70 and the entries relating thereto, the following shall be inserted,
namely:--- "4011.80 \-Of a kind used on animal drawn vehicles or hancarts, 60%", bearing prominent markings of th‚ letters ADV thereon (4) in Chapter 52,---
(a) for heading No. 52.03 and the entries relating thereto, the following shall be substituted, namely:--- "52.03 \5203.00 \COTTON YARN INCLUDING SEWING
THREAD. \ \ \ 20 paise per count NOT CONTAINING SYNTHETIC STAPLE FIBRES \ \ \ per kilogram"; (b) for headings Nos. 52.06, 52.07. 52.08, 52.09. 52.10 and
52.11 and the entries thereto, the following shall be substituted, namely,--- "52.06 \5206.0O \COTTON FABRICS (EXCLUDING FABRICS COVERED \ \ \ 20%
UNDER HEADINGS NOS. 52.09, 52.10 AND 52.11),--- (a) WOVEN ON LOOM OTHER THAN HANDLOOMS, AND (b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS 0F BLEACHING,
MERCERISING, DYEING, PRINTING, WATER-PROOFING, SHRINK- PROOFING, ORGANDIE PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR ANY TWO OR MORE 0F
THESE PROCESSES WITH THE AID 0F POWER OR STEAM 52.07 5207.00 \COTTON FABRICS (EXCLUDING FABRICS \ 20%; COVERED UNDER HEADINGS NOS.
52.09, 52.10 AND 52.11),--- (a) WOVEN ON LOOMS OTHER THAN HANDLOOMS, AND (b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS 0F BLEACHMERCERISING, DYEING,
PRINTING, WATER-PROFING, SHRINK- PROOFING, ORGANDIE PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR ANY TWO OR MORE 0F THESE PROCESSES WITHOUT
THE AID 0F POWER OR STEAM 52.08 5208.00 COTTON FABRICS (EXCLUDING BABRICS 20% COVERED UNDER HEADINGS NOS. 52.09, 52.10, 52.11 AND
52.12),--- \ \ \(a) WOVEN ON HANDLOOMS, AND \ \ \ \(b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS 0F \ \ BLEACHING, MERCERISING. DYING, \ \ PRINTING. WATER-
PROOFING. SHRINK- \ \ PROOFING, ORGANDIE PROCESSING \ \ OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR ANY TWO \ \ OR MORE OF THESE PROCESSES 52.09 5209.00 \
\COTTON FABRICS,--- \ (a) WOVEN. 20% (b) SUBJECTED ?? THE PROCESS 0F \ \BLEACHING, MERCERISING, DYEING. \ \PRINTING, WATER-PROOFING,
SHRINK- \ \PROOFING, ORGANDIE PROCESSING OR \ \ANY OTHER PROCESS 0F ANY TWO OR \ \MORE 0F THESE PROCESSES. \ (c) CONTAINING (i) COTTON,
AND \(ii) POLYESTER STAPLE FIBRE OR \POLYESTER FILAMENT YARN OR \BOTH (BUT NOT CONTAINING ANY \OTHER TEXTILE MATERIAL). AND \ (d) IN 
THE PROPORTION 0F \POLYSTER STAPLE FIBRE, OR \FILAMENT YARN OR BOTH IS MORE \THAN 40% BY WEIGHT 0F THE TOTAL \FIBRE CONTENT 52.10 \
5210.00 \ \COTTON FABRICS.--- 20% (a) WOVEN. (b) SUBJECTED ?? THE PROCESS OF BLEACHING. MERCERISING, DYING, PRINTING. WATER-PROOFING.
SHRINK- PROOFING, ORGANDIE PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR ANY TWO, OR MORE 0F THESE PROCESSES. (c) CONTAINING (j) COTTON. (ii)
POLYESTER STAPLE FIBRE. AND (iii) RAMIE OR ANY ONE OR MORE ARTIFI.CIAL STAPLE FIBRES (NOT CONTAINING ANY OTHER TEXTILE 
WHICH THE PROPORTION 0F POLYESTER STAPLE FIBRE IS MORE THAN 40% BY WEIGHT 0F THE TOTAL FIBRE CONTENT 52.11 \ 5211.00 \ \COTTON FABRICS.---
20% \ (a) WOVEN, \ (b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS 0F BELEACHING. MERCERISING. DYING. \ PRINTING. WATER-PROOFING. SHRINK- \ PROOFING.
ORGANDIE PROCESSING \ OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR ANY TWO \ OR MORE 0F THESE PROCESSES, \ (c) CONTAINING (i) COTTON, AND (ii) POLYESTER
STAPLE FIBRE, AND \ (d) 0F VALUE EXCEEDING RUPEES TWENTY-FIVE PER SQUARE METRE (5) in Chpater 54,--- (a) for headings Nos. 54.02. 54.03 and 54.04
and the entries relating thereto, the following shall be subslituted, nainely:--- "54.02 \ 5402.00 \ \SYNTHETIC FILAMENT YARN AND SEWING \ \ \ \Rs. 
THEREAD INCLUDING SYNTHETIC \ \ \Kilogram MONOFILAMENT 0F LESS THAN 60 DENIERS. NOT TEXTURED 54.03 \5403.00 \ \SYNTHETIC 
INCLUDING \ \ \ \Rs. 100 per SYNTHETIC MONOFILAMENT 0F LESS THAN \ \ \ \Kilogram 60 DENIERS. TEXTURED ` 54.04 \5404.00 \ \ARTIFICAL FILAMENT
YARN AND SEWING \ \ \ \Rs. 25 per \THREAD, INCLUDING ARTIFICIAL MONOFILA- \ \ \ \kilogram". \MENT 0F LESS THAN 60 DENIERS. \NOT TEXTURED (b) for
headings Nos. 54.09. 54.10, 54.11 and 54.12 the entries relating thereto. the following shall be substituted. namely:--- 54.09 \5409.00 \ \FABRICS OR MAN-
MADE FILAMENT YARN \ \ \20% \(INCLUDING FABRICS OBTAINED FROM \MATERIALS 0F HEADINGS NOS. 5406 AND \54.07 BUT EXCLUDING FABRICS COVERED
\UNDER HEADING NO. 54.12).--- \ (a) WOVEN ON LOOMS OTHER THAN HEADLOOMS, AND \ \ (b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS 0F BLEACHING. 
PRINTING, SHRINK-PROOFING, TENTERING, HEAT- SETTING. CREASE RESISTANT PRO- \ CESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS \ OR ANY TWO OR MORE 
\ PROCESSES WITH THE AID OF \ POWER OR STEAM 54.10 5410.00 \ \FABRICS OF MAN-MADE FILAMENT YARN \ \ \ \ \20% \(INCLUDING 
FROM \MATERIALS OF HEADINGS NOS. 54.06 AND \54.07 BUT EXCLUDING FABRICS COVERED \UNDER HEADING NO. 54.12).--- \(a) WOVEN ON LOOMS OTHER
THAN HANDLOOMS, AND \(b) SUBJECTED TO THE: PROCESS OF BLEACHING. DYEING. PRINTING, SHRINK-PROOFING, TENTERING. HEAT- SETTING. CREASE
RESISTANT PROCE- SSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR ANY TWO OR MORE OF THESE PROCESSES WITHOUT THE AID OF POWER OR STEAM 
\FABRICS OF MAN-MADE FILAMENT YARN \ \ \20% \(INCLUDING FABRICS OBTAINED FROM \MATERIALS OF HEADINGS NOS. \54.06 AND 54.07 BUT EXCLUDING
FABRICS \COVERED UNDER HEADING NO. 54.12),--- \(a) WOVEN ON HANDLOONS, AND \(b) SUBJECTED 10 THE PROCESS OF BLEACHING. DYING. PRINTING.
SHRINK- PROOFING. TENTERING, HEAT-SETTING. CREASE RESISTANT PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR ANY TWO OR MORE OF THESE PROCESSES
54.12 5412.00 \ \FABRICS OF POLYESTER FILAMENT YARN, --- \ \20% \(a) WOVEN, \(b) -SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS OF BLEACHING. DYEING. PRINTING,
SHRINK-PROOFING, TENTERING, HEAT- SETTING. CREASE RESISTANT PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR ANY TWO OR MORE OF THESE PROCESSES, \
(c) CONTAINING (i) COTTON. AND (ii) PLOYESTER STAPLE FIBRE (NOT CON- TAINING ANY OUTER TEXTILE MATERIAL). AND (d) IN WHICH THE PROPORTION 0F
POLY ESTER STAPLE FIBRE AND YARN IS LESS THAN 70% BY WEIGHT 0F THE TOTAL FIBRE CONTENT (6) in Chapter 55,--- (a) for heading No. 55.05 and the



entries relating thereto. the following shall be substituted. namely :--- "55.05 \5505.00 \YARN (INCLUDING SEWING THREAD) 0F \ \ \ \ \20 
ARTIFICIAI. STAPLE FIBRES, NOT CON- \ \ \ \ \count per TAINING SYNTHETIC STAPLE FIBRES Kilogram . (b) for headings Nos. 55.08, 55.09. 55.10. 55.11 and
55.12 and the entries relating thereto. the following shall be substituted namely:--- "55.08 \5508.00 \FABRICS 0F MAN-MADE STAPLE FIBRES \ \ \ \ \20%
(EXCLUDING FABRICS COVERED IJNDER HEADINGS NOS. 55.11 AND 55.12). --- (a) WOVEN ON LOOMS OTHER THAN HANDLOOMS, AND (b) SUBJECTED TO THE
PROCESS OF BLEACHING, DYEING, PRINTING. SHRINK-PROOFING, TENTERING. HEAT-SETTING, CREASE RESISTANT PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER OR PROCESS
OR ANY TWO OR MORE 0F THESE PROCESSES WITH THE AID 0F POWER OR STEAM 55.09 \5509.00 FABRICS 0F MAN-MADE STAPLE FIBRES \ \ \ \ \20%
(EXCLUDING FABRICS COVERED UNDER HEADINGS NOS. 55.11 AND 55.12).--- (a) WOVEN ON LOOMS OTHER THAN HANDLOOMS, AND (b) SUBJECTED TO THE
PROCESS 0F BLEACHING. DYEING, PRINTING. SHRINK-PROOFING. TENTERING. HEAT-SETTING, CREASE RESISTANT PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR
ANY TWO OR MORE OF THESE PROCESSES WITHOUT THE AID OF POWER OR STEAM 55.10 \5510.00 FABRICS 0F MAN-MADE STAPI.E FIBRES \ \ \ \20%
(EXCI.UDING FABRICS COVERED UNDER HEADINGS NOS. 55.11 AND 55.12),--- (a) WOVEN ON HANDLOOMS, AND (b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS 0F
BLEACHING, DYEING. PRINTING. SHRINK- PROOFING. TENTERING. HEAT-SETTING. CREASE RESISTANT PROCESSING OR ANY \ \ \ OTHER PROCESS 
TWO OR \ \ \ MORE OF THESE PROCESSES. 5511 5511.00 \ \ \ FABRICS OF POLYESTER STAPLE FIBRE.--- \ \ \ \ \20% \ \ \(a) WOVEN.--- \ \ \(b) SUBJECTED
TO THE PROCESS 0F BLEA- \ \ CHING. DYEING. PRINTING. SHRINK- PROOFING. TENTERING. HEAT- \ \ \ SETTING. CREASE RESISTANT \ \ PROCESSING OR ANY
OTHER \ \ PROCESS OR ANY TWO OR MORE 0F \ \ THESE PROCESSES, \ \ \(c) CONTAINING COTTON (NOT CONTAIN- \ \ ING ANY OTHER TEXTIIE \ \
MATERIAL). AND \ \ \(d) IN WHICH THE PROPORTION OF \ \ \ POLYESTER STAPI.E FIBRE IS LESS \ \ \ THAN 70% BY WEIGHT OF THE TOTAL \ \ \ FIBRE
CONTENT 55.12 \5512.00 \ \ \ \FABRICS OF MAN-MADE STAPLE FIBRES.- \ \20%" \ \ \(a) WOVEN. \ \ \(b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS 0F \ \ BLEACHING.
DYEING. PRINTING, \ \ SHRINK-PROOFING, TENTERING. \ \ HEAT-SETTING. CREASE RESISTANT \ \ PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER \ \ PROCESS OR ANY TWO OR
MORE 0F \ \ THESE PROCESSES. \ \ \(c) CONTAINING (i) POEYESTER STAPLE \ \ FIBRE. AND (ii) ANY ONE OR MORE \ \ OF THE FOEEOWING FIBRES. \ \
NAMELY. COTTON. RAMIE AND \ \ ARTIFICIAL STAPI.E FIBRES (NOT \ \ CONTAINING ANY OTHER TEXTILE \ \ MATERIAL). AND \ \ \(d) IN WHICH THE
PROPORTION OF \ \ POLYESTER STAPLE FIBRE IS MORE \ \ THAN 40% BUT LESS THAN 70% BY \ \ WEIGHT OF THE TOTAL FIBRE \ \ CONTENT (7) in 
59. tor heading No. 59.04 and the entries relating thereto, the following shall be substituted. namely:--- "59.04 \ \ \LINOLEUM. WHETHER OR NOT CUT TO \
\SHAPE. FLOOR COVERINGS CONSISTING \ \OF A COATING OR COVERING APPLIED ON \ \A TEXTILE BACKING. WHETHER OR NOT \ \CUT TO SHAPE; TEXTILE
WALL COVERINGS \5904.10 \ \ \- Linoleum 30% \5904.20 \ \ \- Textile wall coverings \10% plus \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \Rs. 2,850 per tonne 5904.90 \ \ \- Other
30%"

SCHEDULE 4
THE FOURTH SCHEDULE

(See section 68) PART I In the First Schedule to the Additional Dutics of Excise Act.--- (1) in sub-headings Nos. 2403.11 and 2403.21. for the entry in column (4). the entry Rs. 300 per
thousand. or 175% plus Rs. 12 ?e? thousand. whichever is higher" shall he substituted. (2) in heading No. 5106. in column (3). for the words "WOVEN FABRICS OF WOOL.". the words.
brackets and figures "WOVEN FABRICS OF WOOL (EXCLUDING HAIR BELTING. BLANKETS AND FABRICS 0F WIDTH NOT EXCEEDING 15 CMS)" shall Be substituted: (3) in heading 
51.07,--- (a) in column (3). for the words "WOVEN FABRICS 0F WOOL". the words. brackets and figures "WOVEN FABRICS 0F WOOL (EXCLUDING HAIR BELTING. BLANKETS AND
FABRICS OF WIDTH NOT EXCoEDING 15 CMS.)". shall be substituted: (b) sub-heading No. 5107.10 and the entries relating thereto shall be omitted: (4) in sub-headings Nos. 
and 5903.29. for the entry in column '(4). the entry "5% plus Rs 3 per square metre plus the duty for the time being leviable on base fabrics. if not already paid" shall be substituted; (5)
heading No. 59.05 and the entries relating thereto shall be omitted. PART II
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Heading Sub- Description of goods \ \Rate of additional duty No. heading No.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
(2) (3) (4)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
the First Schedule to the Additional Duties of Excise Act.--- (a) for headings Nos. 52.06. 52.07. 52.08. 52.09. 52.10 and 52.11 and the entries relating thereto. the following shall be
substituted. namely:--- "52.06 \5206.00 \ \COTTON FABRICS (EXCLUDING FABRICS \ \ \ \20% Plus \COVERED UNDER HEADINGS NOS. \ \ \Rs. 5 Per \52.09. 
metre \(a) WOVEN ON LOOMS OTHER THAN HAND LOOMS. AND \(b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS ?F BLEACHING. MERCERISING. DYEING. PRINTING. WATER-PROOFING. SHRINK-
PROOFING. ORGANDIE PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR ANY TWO OR MORE 0F THESE PROCESSES WITH THE AID 0F POWER OR STEAM 52.07 \ \5207.00 COTTON 
(EXCLUDING FABRICS \ \ \20% plus COVERED UNDER HEADINGS NOS. 52.09. \ \ \Rs. 5 Per 52.10 AND 52.11).--- square metre (a) WOVEN ON 
\ (b) SUBJECTED ?O THE PROCESS 0F BLEACHING. MERCERISING. DYEING. PRINTING, WATER-PROOFING, SHRINK- PROOFING. ORGANDIE PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR
ANY TWO OR MORE 0F THESE PROCESSES WITHOUT THE AID 0F POWER OR STEAM 52.08 \ \5208.00 \COTTON FABRICS (EXCLUDING FABRICS \ \ \ \20% plus \COVERED 
HEADINGS NOS. 52.09, \ \ \ \Rs. 5 Per \52.10. 52.11. 52.12),--- square metre \(a) WOVEN ON HANDLOOMS. AND \(b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS 0F BLEACHING, MERCERISING,
DYEING. PRINTING WATER-PROOFING, SHRINK- PROOFING. ORGANDIE PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR ANY TWO OR MORE 0F THESE PROCESSES 52.09 \ \5209.00 \
\COTTON FABRICS.--- 20% plus Rs. 5 Per \(a) WOVEN. square metre \(b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS 0F BLEACHING. MERCERISING. DYEING. 
PROOFING. ORGANDIE PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR ANY TWO OR MORE 0F THESE PROCESSES. \(c) CONTAINING (i) COTTON. AND (ii) POLY- ESTER STAPLE FIBRE OR
POLYESTER FILAMENT YARN. OR BOTH (BUT NOT CONTAINING ANY OHTER TEXTILE MATERIAL). AND \(d) IN WHICH THE PROPORTION 0F POLY- ESTER 
YARN OR BOTH IS MORE THAN 40% BY WEIGIIT 0F THE TOTAL FIBRE CONTENT 52.10 \ \5210.00 \ \COTTON FABRICS.--- 20% Plus Rs. 5 per (a) WOVEN. square metre (b) SUBJECTED
TO THE PROCESS 0F BLEACHING, MERCERISING, DYEING, PRINTING, WATER-PROOFING. SHRINK- PROOFING. ORGANDIE PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS OR ANY TWO OR 
0F THESE PROCESSES (c) CONTAINING (i) COTTON, (ii) POLYES- TER STAPLE FIBRE. AND (iii) RAMIE OR ANY \ \ \ \ \ \ \ ONE OR MORE 
CONTAINING ANY OTHER \ \ \ \ \ \ \ TEXTILE MATERIAL), AND \ \ \ \ \ \ (d) IN WHICH THE PROPORTION 0F POLY- \ \ \ \ \ \ \ ESTER STAPLE FIBRE IS MORE TUAN \ 
WElGHT 0F TUE TOTAL FIBRE \ \ \ \ \ \ \ CONTENT 52.11 \ \5211.00 \ \ COTTON FABRICS,- \ \ \ \ \20% plus \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \Rs. 5 per \ \ \ \ \ \ \(a) WOVEN, \ \ \ \
\square metre". \ \ \ \ \ \ \(b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS 0F \ \ \ \ \ \ \ BLEACHING, MERCERISING, DYEING, \ \ \ \ \ \ \ PRINTING, WATER-PROOFING. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ SHRINK-
PROOFING, ORGANDIE \ \ \ \ \ \ \ PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROC'ESS \ \ \ \ \ \ \ OR ANY TWO OR MORE 0F THESE \ \ \ \ \ \ \ PROCESSES. \ \ \ \ \ \ \(c) CONTAINING (i) 
AND (ii) \ \ \ \ \ \ \ POLYESTER STAPLE FIBRE. AND \ \ \ \ \ \ \(d) 0F VALUE EXCI-EDING RUPEES \ \ \ \ \ \ \ TWENTYFIVE PER SQUARE METRE (b) for heading No. 54.09 and the entries
relating thereto. the following shall be substituted. namely:- "54.09 \ \5409.00 \ \ \FABRICS 0F MAN-MADE FILAMENT YARN \ \ \ \ \20% plus \ 
FROM \ \ \ \ \Rs. 5 per \ \ \ \ \ \ \MATERIALS 0F HEADING NOS. 54.06 \ \ \ \ \ \ \AND 54.07 BUT EXCLUDING FABRICS \ \ \ \ \ \ \COVERED UNDER HEADING NO. 54.12).- \ 
(a) WOVEN ON LOOMS OTHER \ \ \ \ \ \ \ THANHANDLOOMS, AND \ \ \ \ \ \ \(b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS 0F \ \ \ \ \ \ \ BLEACHING. DYEING. PRINTING. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ SHRINK-
PROOFING. TENTERING. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ HEAT-SETTING, CREASE RESISTANT \ \ \ \ \ \ \ PROCE-SSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS \ \ \ \ \ \ \ OR ANY TWO OR MORE 
THESEPROCESSES WITII THE AID \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 0F POWER OR STEAM (c) for heading No. 54.12 and the entries relating thereto. the following shall be substituted. namely :-- "54.12 \
\5412.00 . \ \ \FABRICS 0F POLYESTER FILAMENT \ \ \ \ \ \20% plus \ \ \ \ \ \ \YARN.- \ \ \ \ \Rs. 5 per \ \ \ \ \ \ \(a) WOVEN \ \ \ \ \square 
PROCESS 0F \ \ \ \ \ \ \ BLEACHING, DYEING. PRINTING, \ \ \ \ \ \ SHRINK-PROOFING, TENTERING. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ HEAT-SETTING. CREASE RESISTANT \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
OTHER PRO- \ \ \ \ \ \ \ CESS OR ANY TWO OR MORE 0F THESE \ \ \ \ \ \ \ PROCESSES. \ \ \ \ \ \ \(c) CONTAINING (i) COTTON, AND (ii) \ \ \ \ \ \ \ POLYESTER STAPLE FIBRE (NOT
CON- \ \ \ \ \ \ \ TAINING ANY OTHER TEXTILE MATE- \ \ \ \ \ \ \ RIAL), AND \ \ \ \ \ \ \(d) IN WHICH THE PROPORIION OF POLY- \ \ \ \ \ \ \ ESTER 
\ \ \ \ \ \ THAN 70% BY WEIGHT OF THE TOTAL \ \ \ \ \ \ \ FIBRE CONTENT (d) for heading No. 55.08 and the entries relating thereto, the following shall be substituted, 
\ \5508.00 \ \ \ \FABRICS OF MAN-MADE STAPLE FIBRES \ \ \ \ \20% plus \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \(EXCLUDING FABRICS COVERED UNDER \ \ \ \ \Rs. 5 per \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \HEADINGS NOS.
55.11 AND 5512).- \ \ \ \ \square metre." \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \(a) WOVEN ON l.OOMS OTHER THAN \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ HANDLOOMS. AND \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \(b) 
\ \ BLEACHING. DYEING. PRINTING. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ SHRINK-PROOFING, TENTERING. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ HEAT-SETTING. CREASE RESISTANT \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ PROCESSING OR ANY 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ OR ANY TWO OR MORE OF THESE PRO- \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ CESSES WITH THE AID OF POWER OF \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ STEAM (e) for headings Nos. 55.11 and 55.12 and the entries
relating thereto, the following shall be substituted, namely:- "55.11 \ \5511.00 \ \ \ \FABRICS OF POLYESTER STAPLE \ \ \ \ \ \20% plus \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \(a) WOVEN. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \square metre", \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \(b) SUBJECTED TO HIE PROCESS OF \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ BLEACHING. DYEING. PRINTING. \ \ \ \ \ \ 
TENTERING. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ HEAT-SETTING. CREASE RESISTANT \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ PROCESSING OR ANY OTHER PROCESS \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ OR ANY LWO OR MORE OF THESE \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
PROCESSES, \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \(c) CONTAINING COTTON (NOT CONTAIN- \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ ING ANY OTHER TEXTILE MATERIAL), \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ AND \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \(d) IN 
POLY- \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ ESTER STAPLE FIBRE IS LESS THAN 70% \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ BY WEIGHT OF THE TOTAL FIBRE \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ CONTENT "55.12 \ \5212.00 \ \ \ \FABRICS OF MAN-MADE
STAPLE FIBRES.- \ \ \ \ \20% plus \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \(a) WOVEN. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \Rs. 5 per \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \square metre", \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \(b) SUBJECTED TO THE PROCESS OF \ \ \ \ \
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ BLEACHING. DYEING. PRINTING. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ SHRINK- PROOFING. TENTERING. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ HEAT-SETTING. CREASE RESISTANT \ \ \ \ \ 
PROCESS \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ OR ANY TWO OR MORE OF THESE \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ PROCESSES. \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \(c) CONTAINING (i) POLYESTER STAPLE \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ FIBRE. AND (ii) ANY 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 0F THE FOLLOWING FIBRES, \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ NAMELY, COTTON. RAMIE AND ARTI- \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ FICIAL STAPLE FIBRES (NOT CONTAIN- \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ ING ANY OTHER TEXTILE
MATERIAL), \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ AND \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \(d) IN WHICH THE PROPORTION 0F \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ POLY-ESTER STAPLE FIBRE IS MORE \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ THAN 40% BUT 
\ \ \ \ WEIGHUT 0F THE TOTAL FIBRE \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ CONTENT
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




